the two forms for / converge or diverge together. Equation (4) follows from (2) by partial integration. Now the integral in (3) can be approximated by any one of several standard methods. The approximate evaluation of (2) can therefore be achieved, once the evaluation of (1) is completed. In this note coefficients of the Lagrangian type are presented to facilitate the computation of /. A rigorous treatment of the error is also presented.
Let (5)
f"x-Hx f" f(u)du = (rh/Dn) £ y^fj + R"r, Jo Jo J=0
where the coefficients yjjr '/Dn are such that the remainder R"r vanishes whenever f(u) is a polynomial in u of degree n, Dn=t yp\
and Dn is independent of r, and f¡ are the tabular values of f(u) at the points u = jh, j = 0(1)«. Thus, we assume that f(u) may be adequately represented by the (n + 1) point Lagrangian polynomial. The interpolating polynomials are easily derived and have recently been published for n = 1(1)10 by Salzer [1].
The coefficients 7)"' and Dn are then readily evaluated in a straightforward manner. These are given exactly in Table 1 for n = 1(1)10, r = l(l)(w + 1). It is understood that y)"} = 0 if j > », and the n superscript is omitted where no confusion will result. We note some properties of the integrating coefficients useful as a check on the computation.
<6>
» -yf =Dn, r = j = 0
•fP =0, r = 0, j= 1,2, As a function of r, yj?' is a polynomial in r of degree n and so the (n + l)th difference must vanish. Hence
Thus, employing tables of Lagrangian interpolating coefficients [2], the present entries are easily extrapolated.
Treatment of the error follows the discussion given by Milne [3, 4] . Let c = max (nh, rh). We have (8) Rnr= £Gnr(s)ß»+»(s)ds, (12) (n + 1) \Enr = rh"+2 r»+l/(n + 2)2 -£ y^j"+i/Dn \ ■ i=i > The latter is obtained by putting f(x) = xn+1/(n + 1)! in (5). If we put f(x) equal to the polynomial of degree w + 1 which vanishes at x = 0, h, ■ ■ ■, nh and which takes the value hn+1 at x = (n + 1)^ and use equations (5), (11), and (5) with n replaced by n + 1, we see that (13) Enr = (rh/Dn+i)h^y^i% since Rn+x,r = 0. Thus, except for the case n = 10, the error coefficients are available in Table 1 . The elements for n = 10 are given in Table 2 . These were obtained by calculating y\\]\ and checked using (12). They are also interpolable, recognizing that Eio r/r2 is a polynomial in r of degree 10. Since Hm E10,r/r2 = 1/44 if h is r->0 unity, there are 12 entries, and the requirement that the eleventh difference vanish furnished a further check on the entries. The values were calculated to 7D and rounded to 5D for presentation.
The error given by (8) may also be appraised by Concerning the definiteness of GnT(s), general theorems are wanting, but in each case definiteness can be checked directly. It has been established that the function is definite for all reported values of r and n such that r < n. If r = » + 1, G",n+i(s) is definite (indefinite) if n is even (odd). In the indefinite cases, Gn.n+i(s) has one zero in the open interval (0, n + 1). Let fÂ be the vanishing point. Then the remainder can be decomposed into two parts. Thus, Table 3 for n = 1 (2)9, mostly to 5d. The zeros were evaluated by inverse interpolation using Taylor's theorem. Availability of the derivatives facilitated the calculation of the integrals.
The heuristic verification that GnT(s) is definite is straightforward, but the numerical work is considerably simplified, especially for n large, using some results due to Barrett For the problem at hand, we first examined the function G"nr~1)(s) for n > 5. If v(n -1) = » + 1, then Gnr(s) is definite. In a few cases, it was found that v(n -1) = » + 2, and in some of these definiteness was established by showing that v(n -2) = n. In the remaining cases, v(n -2) = n + 1, and these were Table 3 Values of Zeros of Gn,n+i(s) and Error Coefficients for the Indefinite Cases j G"."+1(5)ds/Ä»+!! I Gn,n+i(s)ds/h»+2 Kaplan [6] has given coefficients to facilitate the evaluation of The principal application of Kaplan's table occurs when A (x) and B (x) are not individually known, but g(x) only is tabulated. If each is known, then tables in present paper are more advantageous since representation of f(x) by higher order polynomials is possible. Present tables are useful to integrate out to ten tabular intervals h from the singularity after which ordinary integration formulas may be employed. For integration beyond 10h, recourse to Kaplan tables may still be appropriate depending on the nature of f(x).
The problem treated in this note is an example of approximate product integration, and has been studied by Beard [7] . Other examples have been given by Sheldon [8] and Luke [9, 10] . Yudell L. Luke
